
Introduction

Post-truth discourse seems to thrive on the assumption that before there 
was truth in public, whereas now there is not. As testified by the contri-
butions to this book, this assumption is simplistic. Yet, as the book’s vari-
ous contributions also argue, something has changed: post-truth discourse 
prevails and translates into new shapes, territories, and problem domains. 
A more promising approach is to argue with Foucault and Pellizzoni (2017, 
this issue) that post-truth denotes intensifications of certain of modernity’s 
core dynamics, especially those concerning uses of science in public. In 
this chapter, we pursue this intuition into major areas of the production of 
knowledge, namely (European) legal and regulatory efforts to steer digital 
innovation and render it more accountable (see also van Dijk, this volume). 
Here, there are direct connections with post-truth (ibid.), and more indirect 
ones, by which we refer to the developments of digital innovation and regu-
lation more generally. As a starting point, consider how, according to Evg-
eny Morozov: “One unappreciated paradox of today’s ‘digital condition’ 
is that it celebrates post-truth and hyper-truth simultaneously” (Morozov 
2019).

Through our descriptions of two cases, privacy engineering and person-
hood for machines, we shall make two interlinked points that connect post-
truth to the theme of governance and regulation of the digital: (1) alongside 
post-truth there is also hyper-truth, i.e. innovation policies imagined as so 
self-evidently true that they cannot be questioned, as captured in Moro-
zov’s quote, and these may be more closely related to post-truth than pre-
viously recognised; (2) modern western societies rely on different modes of 
truth-telling, such as those of law, science, markets, technology, and pol-
itics. Post-truth entails intensified blurring and remaking of fundamental 
boundaries between these modes (conceptual and institutional), and these 
are reflected in broad-scale changes to collective imagination through the 
knowledge and information economy.
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Post-truth discourse and digital hyper-truths

As to the first, we point to an omission in the discussions around post-
truth, indicated in the introductory quote from Morozov, and topic of sev-
eral of the contributions to this volume. This is the occurrence of certain 
digital hyper-truths, or digital imaginations, underpinning agendas such as 
Internet of Things, Smart developments, and Fourth Industrial Revolution, 
and granted “automatic authority in public issues” (Wynne 2014). The in-
troductory quote from Morozov posits this as a conundrum: whereas under 
post-truth conditions seemingly any truth and its wider framing can be 
questioned, this unfolds alongside digital innovation regimes whose basic 
assumptions and premises seem so self-evidently true that they are almost 
impossible to question. Whereas it is possible to publicly question the real-
ity of human-induced climate change, it actually seems harder to challenge 
the necessity and desirability of the smart phone, the next generation of 
cloud-based processing, storage, and networked services, and the digital-
isation of evermore aspects of physical and social reality. It is seemingly 
only when major institutions such as parliaments, courts, and mainstream 
media become exposed to existential danger by digital technologies, that 
broad public questioning becomes possible (van Dijk this volume, Rommet-
veit, this volume). If this is the case, then a likely explanation is that there 
is a dynamic relation at work, also implied by Morozov, where hyper-truth 
produces post-truth conditions, as we shall describe in our two cases.

What kind of “truth” is “hyper-truth” in our case? This self-evident type 
of “truth”1 can pertain to different things. First, the digital technologies 
that have been instrumental in undermining the epistemic authority of in-
stitutions such as science, politics, and the media through the spread of dis-
information, themselves rely upon conceptions of fact and truth that have 
become black-boxed and taken for granted. These are based in computer 
science and historically derive from the epistemology of statistics (van Dijk, 
this volume). Second, Morozov points rather at the attribution of objec-
tivity to information on digital platforms and algorithmic ledgers, such as 
Wikipedia and Blockchain.2 These are digital means of producing knowl-
edge and evidence in non-expert related ways. In this chapter, we expand 
on this diagnosis, to also include main digital imaginaries and innovation 
agendas for the future of our societies, presented as inevitable collective 
developments and self-evident public truths (Wynne 2014). Digital technol-
ogies framed as smart and enabling, and as contributing to a new indus-
trial paradigm (Industry 4.0), come enshrined in a strongly universalistic 
rhetoric where digital applies to any thing, anywhere and at any scale (i.e. 
from nano-molecules to smart cities to IBMs Smart Planet), any process 
(of work, traffic systems, manufacture value chains, or news feeds), to any 
person, organisation, or collective (i.e. Facebook “Global Community”).

“Truth” in this sense does not refer to the classical (early 20th-century) 
image of a correspondence between factual representation and reality; 
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rather, we point to meanings, imaginations, and future pathways enabled 
through digital technologies. Heidegger (1978) referred to the technolog-
ical making of new worlds and meanings, as a “revealing that orders”.3 
This ordering is embedded in the many “interlocking parts” that make up 
technological systems and infrastructures, and the activities and practices 
enabled through them: “unlocking, transforming, storing, distributing and 
switching about are ways of revealing” (ibid., 322). What is revealed and 
ordered is not merely technology, but societal and human meanings and 
relations, and the capacity for creating collective orders (Bijker et al. 1987). 
To Heidegger, this was a specifically futures-oriented mode of Being-in-
the-World. This future-orientation is part of what has intensified, since it 
is increasingly also revealed through highly mediated visions and prom-
ises of technological, societal, and industrial convergence of today’s most 
powerful technologies,4 whose function is also strongly political, since the 
promise is to address societal problems and to remake the global economy. 
As testified by sociologists (Brown and Michael 2003, Fortun 2008), inno-
vation as futures promise and expectation has increasingly been pushed to 
the forefront of collective meaning- and market-making. Concomitant with 
this, imagination has long since been recognised as a performative and 
constitutive force (Appadurai 1996), and the imagined-possible a source of 
epistemic, industrial, and political authority within intensified networked 
innovation (Rommetveit and Wynne 2017, Rommetveit, this volume, 
Wynne, this volume).

The imaginary of Fourth Industrial Revolution is for instance predicated 
on “a fusion of technologies that is blurring the lines between the physical, 
digital, and biological spheres” (Schwab 2016). It performatively draws to-
gether, at the level of the imagined-possible, most of today’s powerful tech-
nologies, opening up new domains of nature and society to market-making, 
exploitation, technological and economic development. In ways similar to 
Heidegger’s concept of the technological framework (Gestell), it is the crea-
tion of future pathways that become inscribed into collective consciousness 
as destiny5: “In its scale, scope and complexity (…) the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution is unlike anything humankind has experienced before (…) from 
the perspective of human history, there has never been a time of greater 
promise or potential peril” (Schwab 2016). Following the disclosure of this 
future potential, the ensuing task for policy makers and regulators is to cre-
ate the terrain on which the mission can be carried out. It is a will increas-
ingly targeted towards, and predicated upon, the overcoming of barriers in 
the bio-physical world, namely those that stand in the way, qua obstacles, 
of the expansion of technoscientific potential and realisation. Thus, the 
basic orientation is ontological (or: ontic) and not epistemic, and the un-
derlying imagination of nature is as investment-resource: it is projected as 
plastic and amenable to be shaped through technoscience (Pellizzoni 2015). 
This boundary-blurring and constructivist orientation feeds directly into 
efforts to regulate, as we now describe.
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Blurring boundaries between modes of veridiction

Post-truth characteristics understood as blurring and remaking of bound-
aries replicate within efforts to regulate digital innovations. Law and reg-
ulation are different modes or practices of truth-telling or “veridiction”, 
and are different from scientific truth (Latour 2013). The specific theme 
on which we focus here is the capacity of digital technologies to blur ma-
jor boundary distinctions taken as constitutive of western societal orders, 
such as fact versus value, human versus machine, science versus politics. 
Ensuing incapacities to work out the different modes of truth-telling is at 
the core of STS and philosophical discussions of post-truth (Collins et al. 
2017, Jasanoff and Simmet 2017, Sismondo 2017, Fuller 2018, Nordmann 
2020). Here, we stick with this theme, and point to its intensification into 
novel domains and practices, with (we claim) unprecedented implications: 
Whereas such blurring may not lead directly to post-truth conditions, it 
certainly feeds into them, since there is a lack of easily available categories 
(epistemic and institutional) for sorting out novel phenomena, and for mak-
ing collective sense. Furthermore, insofar as post-truth is taken to imply the 
dominance of value, opinion, and imagination over scientifically proven 
fact, the strong investments into the shaping of collective imaginations and 
futures, indicate also more direct relations of mainstream knowledge pro-
duction to post-truth.

Blurring of boundaries and hybridisation is a major theme of STS, in-
cluding in works on science and politics (Latour 1993, Weingart 1999, 
Jasanoff 2004, Bijker et al. 2009). The STS thesis of co-production (Shapin 
and Schaffer 1985, Jasanoff 2004) states that there are strong intrinsic 
relations between the ways in which scientific facts, technologies, and so-
cietal and cultural values evolve. The thesis demonstrates how these differ-
ent sources of legitimacy were balanced and kept separate through buffers 
(Wynne this volume) upholding a “modern framework” (Toulmin 1990). 
Considerable practical work and resources went into keeping Nature and 
Culture separate, termed work of purification (Latour 1993), boundary 
work (Jasanoff 2011), or (balancing hybridisation with purification) co-
ordination work (Bijker et al. 2009). The practical work to keep domains 
separate, and in mutual balance, can be observed in classical studies from 
STS about the creative relations and tensions between science, technology, 
and law: technosciences such as biotechnology or climate science introduce 
novel entities such as the global climate system, or genetically engineered 
embryos. They upset existing meanings and procedures: are they human 
or non-human? Nature or Culture? Do they belong within the realm of 
the scientists and engineers, or those of lawyers and politicians? They trig-
ger efforts to remake order and to accommodate the new entities (hybrids) 
within existing institutions and meanings. As described by Jasanoff (2011), 
it has become the task of professional actors such as lawyers and ethicists 
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to reconstitute ontological and institutional boundaries. By sorting things 
out (Bowker and Star 1999) and giving each thing its proper ontological 
status, such creative and adaptive boundary work situates the new entities 
within cultural and institutional meanings and categories, and enables so-
ciety to go on with its business.

Yet, as already argued: crucial mechanisms of digital technologies and 
their related forms of socialisation upset these capacities, and sometimes 
also actively overturn them. They thereby catalyse the blurring of bounda-
ries between central “modern” conceptual distinctions, which has been one 
of the central themes of the post-truth discourse (see Rommetveit, this vol-
ume). As we note in the conclusions, this poses a tricky question: whereas 
STS has, almost by routine, used hybridisation and the front-staging of 
non-humans as a critical corrective to overtly idealistic and purified notions 
of truth, when hybridisation itself is part of the regulatory response by 
main institutions, this critical repository is no longer available qua critique, 
and may even turn into a reactionary principle.

One paradigmatic case of such intensified blurring and remaking of 
boundaries are attempts at the intersection of computer science and ethics 
at building morality and moral agency into robots, since this cuts through 
both distinctions between facts and values and between humans and ma-
chines (Wallach and Allen 2009, Vanderelst and Winfield 2018), as illus-
trated in this figure:

Figure 7.1  Intensification of modernity’s forces: Building morality into machines. 
From: Wallach and Allen (2009), Copyright © 2009 by Oxford University 
Press, Inc. Reproduced with permission of the Licensor through PLSclear.
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We include the case of engineering of morality as emblematic of the 
problems discussed in this chapter, but we do not analyse it here. Our 
two cases are however closely related, dealing with privacy engineering 
and legal personhood for machines. Common to these cases are how dig-
ital technologies have become sufficiently powerful, their dynamics so 
intense, that they not merely infringe on core normative and legal do-
mains, but crucially also renders them objects of design and engineering 
interventions. The effect is, as we said, a blurring of basic distinctions, 
categories, and institutional arrangements, basic to western orders, with 
resulting incapacities for sorting things out, for making and upholding the 
existing social metaphysics.

Governance of the Median Estate

This institutional remake was captured by Lessig’s (1999/2006) emblematic 
and provocative statement: that digital code is law. Yet, if this statement 
is accepted, it means that regulatory practices generally are not up to the 
task of regulating (since most regulatory practices do not comply with the 
ideal of becoming code): Law and regulation must be redesigned on a grand 
scale. This remaking of regulatory practices and law must be seen against 
the background of quite profound shifts in the political economy of knowl-
edge. It is the distributed nature, complexity, and speed of developments 
that demands new governance mechanisms. Returning to the agenda of 
Fourth Industrial Revolution,6 or Industry 4.0, this challenge has been cap-
tured through a concept of agile governance:

Agility implies an action or method of nimbleness, fluidity, flexibility 
or adaptiveness. In the software sector, the concept of agile or “agility” 
has been around since the 1990s. The difference between plan-based 
methods of policy-making and the concept of agile governance relates 
to the shift in the value placed on time sensitivity.

(WEF 2018, 4)

This logic of agile, networked governance replicates the “connectivist” 
logic of ICTs, and mobilises strongly universalist rhetoric taken from cy-
bernetics, systems theory, converging technologies, informatics, and data 
science (Bowker 1993, Nordmann 2004, Kline 2015). The rhetoric is at 
once inclusive, since it aims to mobilise the actors and networks (the “mul-
tistakeholders”) necessary for enabling digital innovation, and excluding, 
insofar as individuals and publics identified with obstacles to innovation 
are deliberately left out or circumvented. When perceived as standing in the 
way of the digitally driven networks, the publics can simply be ignored or 
deleted, resulting in an obstacle model of publics (Rommetveit and Wynne 
2017, cf. Welsh and Wynne 2013), and of other modes of public veridiction 
such as science, law, or morality (Rommetveit et al. 2020).
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It is here, in the midst of the technological economy and the tying of 
technological markets into weakly defined structures of governance, that 
we locate what we call the Median Estate. It denotes a normative change 
in the nature of the median space between the institutional stratifications 
of modernity, coinciding with its uptake in governance and innovation 
frameworks. There is an increasing policy related push for dissolving on-
tological, disciplinary, sectoral, and societal boundaries within technosci-
entific innovation networks targeted at addressing societal challenges. Old 
“trading zones” hereby move from their peripheral or residual positioning 
to the intermediary region “between” institutional or disciplinary “silos” 
between human and machine, facts and values, nature and culture, effec-
tively acting as an innovation imperative. Here they become new centres of 
socio- technical ordering (apparent in imperatives to break silos, be inter-
disciplinary, cross domains and sectors). It is catalysed by the expansion of 
digital networked and networking technologies across and into evermore 
domains of society.7 Innovation for a long time (i.e. since the early 1970s) 
belonged mainly within industrial domains. The concept of the Median 
Estate captures the expansion of the logics and discourses of informational 
machines into core institutional (even constitutional) domains: morality 
and legality, and also democracy.

Case studies: law becoming technology, technology 
becoming law?

We now turn to our two cases, of privacy by design and electronic person-
hood, where this problematic is described and analysed. Our accounts are 
based in prior investigations, including document studies, issues mapping, 
interviews, and focus group consultations with main concerned parties and 
salient forms of expertise (see van Dijk et al. 2016, 2018, Rommetveit et al. 
2018, 2020). In both cases, we observe how fundamental sources of legit-
imacy as described in this section, are not so much separated, singled out, 
and relegated to different institutional, ontological, and expert domains, 
but rather fusioned and brought together, within the same space of rep-
resentation and intervention.

Data protection by design: inserting a human in the smart loop?

Our first case pertains to the institutionalisation of the fact/value dis-
tinction, and its gradual change through networked co-regulation and 
techno-regulatory approaches, aimed at the creation of new markets and 
protection of legal rights. We observe how, within these novel forms of gov-
ernance, new articulations of data protection and privacy emerge. We refer 
to these articulations and relations as privacy-by-network.

The 1990s brought the development of the Internet, through rapid ex-
pansions of personal computing power and networking capacities. Whereas 
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initially accompanied by celebratory and highly optimistic visions for 
democratisation of information, the 2000s saw rapid incursions of corpo-
rate and commercial interest into cyberspace. This shaped the emergence 
of a ubiquitous “surveillance capitalism” (Cohen 2017, Zuboff 2018) pred-
icated on profiling and individualised targeting of consumers behaviours 
through online platforms. All along, these developments have been accom-
panied by privacy concerns, as surveillance capitalism is, as if designed that 
way, predicated on the breach of privacy and data protection principles, 
such as purpose specificity, data minimisation and informed consent. Pub-
lic regulators were met with demands from critical publics that the privacy 
concerns be dealt with, but also from corporations in need of predictability 
and safeguarding of reputations in rapidly expanding digital markets. Up-
scaled regulatory measures were seen as necessary in the face of a second 
wave of technological explosion: smart technologies and the Internet of 
Things, predicated on new data sources across the digital–physical inter-
face (through sensors, social media, handheld devices, etc.), increasing al-
gorithmic capacities to merge data from various sources, and machines that 
think, learn, connect, and (sometimes) act. Within emerging digital imagi-
naries any source of data may be connected to any other source of data that 
link it to people in unforeseen ways, and therefore constitute potentially 
personal sensitive data, triggering rights to protection (Purtova 2018).

The perception has emerged that law was “lagging behind” technological 
developments (Reidenberg 1998) and needed to catch up by adapting tech-
nological characteristics: more pro-active, incorporated into the design of 
systems, user-centric, and oriented towards futures developments. As stated 
in a foundational document on privacy by design, privacy by design “an-
ticipates the risks and prevents privacy invasive events before they happen” 
(Cavoukian 2009). This preventive regime increasingly becomes continuous 
with logics of pre-emption (cf. Pellizzoni, this volume) in highly competitive 
technological markets, the main point being to demonstrate how privacy 
concerns have already been taken care of through proper procedures.

A new professional field of privacy engineering has emerged to take care 
of and implement these developments in more holistic and cross-cutting 
manners (Dennedy et al. 2014, Gürses and Del Álamo 2016). Privacy en-
gineering denotes the integration of privacy concerns into engineering 
practices for systems and software engineering life cycle processes (ISO). 
Privacy engineers work to bridge across law and engineering, seeking to 
design and engineer legal principles into technological artefacts and infra-
structures (Rommetveit et al. 2018). Professionals within this emerging 
field are envisioned to work across boundaries and scales: the individual 
technological application,8 within organisations, and at standardisation 
and infrastructural levels. Several of these developments come enshrined 
in the recently (2018) adopted General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 
of the European Union, where both data protection by design (Art. 25) 
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and data protection impact assessments (Art. 35) are mandatory for those 
who process personal data, and are backed up by enhanced accountability 
mechanisms. A prime example here is the European Citizen-Centric ap-
proach to Data,9 aimed to design privacy and data protection into emer-
gent infrastructures, technologies, and services at the level of European 
(smart) cities (Ballo and Vaage, this volume), in ways that are conducive to 
the needs of citizens and protective of their rights. Here, privacy by design 
is mobilised for the pro-active making of new technology-driven markets, 
infrastructures, and living environments.

The first initial steps towards the present practices had already been 
taken in the mid-1990s under the heading of Privacy Enhancing Technol-
ogies (PETs) and were important to Lessig’s (2006) formulation that “law 
is code”. These were mainly targeted at self-protective measures by users 
engaging in “informational self-determination”, through techniques such 
as encryption, anonymisation, and data minimisation (Hes and Borking 
2000). Yet, due to technical complexity and widespread proliferations of 
data, informational self-determination is beyond the capacities of most 
users. The European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and 
Privacy by Design before it, therefore, introduced obligations of data con-
trollers to shift responsibilities onto organisational, not individual, levels. 
GDPR Art. 25 prescribes Data Protection by Design to be undertaken by 
data controllers (not the user), and this is accompanied by requirements to 
carry out risk assessments, also at the organisational level, so-called Data 
Protection Impact Assessments (GDPR Art. 33, cf. van Dijk et al. 2016).

Yet, most information flows, and especially those of smart intercon-
nected technologies, cities, and societies, span more than one organisation 
only. They have to rely on pre-made technologies (made by other actors), 
network connections and platforms (such as Google), collaborations with 
other businesses or organisations, not to forget the “downstream” users 
(professionals, consumers, patients, etc.). There is little sense in Data Pro-
tection by Design becoming implemented at the level of one organisation, 
if these other actors do not engage in similar and coordinated data protec-
tive measures. As explained to us by one privacy engineer working for an 
energy utility: “the discussion should have been taken from the chain point 
of view. In this way the transparency of the smart meter would have been 
discussed in an early stage with all the stakeholders that are related in the 
chain”. Weaknesses in one link may cause rapid escalations of risk through-
out the entire chain or ecosystem, and this in turn becomes an argument 
for scaling up.

Efforts and strategies are made therefore to capture and incorporate in-
dividual and collective perceptions of privacy threats into the ongoing in-
frastructural construction work.10 Privacy has been called a “subjective” 
value (Solove 2008) with strong contextual variations (Nissenbaum 2004). 
One of the main “gaps” to be filled is that between the privacy perceptions 
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of users and citizens, and the technical characteristics of emerging systems. 
This task, however, poses a Catch 22-like situation: the engineer cannot ex-
plain the problem to “the user” (who remains unknown) before the techni-
calities are in place. Yet, the technicalities are considerable, and cannot be 
encoded before the privacy concerns are known. Thus, as explained by one 
privacy engineer “Many efforts currently go into putting technical com-
plexity at work…99% focus of technical people is about solving that” (pri-
vacy engineer). If technical challenges are not somehow overcome (at early 
stages of implementation), it is difficult to see how rights can be built into 
the information infrastructures, in ways that are explainable and accept-
able to users and citizens, but also to the courts (cf. van Dijk et al. 2018).

Because of this complexity, main strategies and approaches come to 
hinge on the creation and use of proxy user profiles (cf. Silvast et al. 2018), 
and customer management approaches. The concept of “user” as a holder 
of rights in the emergent Internet of Things, therefore, is predicated on 
technical and managerial requirements revealed by engineers and consumer 
studies, rather than those of law. Yet, as also happens inside organisations 
(van Dijk et al. 2016), privacy becomes a managerial and organisational 
principle whose main purpose is to provide temporary stabilisation of ex-
pectations: setting forth a promise that rights shall be implemented and 
protected, thereby enabling mutual alignments between involved actors. 
Within this reconfigured space, privacy takes on decisive characteristics 
of what STS scholars term boundary objects (Bowker and Star 1999), 
representing different realities within different public, professional, and 
private domains (cf. Ballo and Vaage, this volume). Thus, a privacy engi-
neer explained to us how privacy becomes a kind of “transversal concern” 
 alongside other values and requirements:

When we want to take into account privacy and other concerns, we 
have to take them into account as transversal concerns […] security, 
privacy, safety, energy consumption or taking into account ethical as-
pects and things like that. […] we need to be able to engineer transver-
sal concerns and ‘capabilities’ in things (privacy designer).

In such ways, the overall purpose and scope of data protection expands 
considerably, not merely as a consequence of technological developments 
and “data explosion”, but as the result of political and industrial motiva-
tions to create the internal (European) digital market. Privacy-by- network, 
thus, emerges simultaneously as: a fundamental right, as a regulatory meas-
ure (aimed to provide predictability and stability), as a market-making 
device (aiming to enhance competitiveness), as a matter for engineering, 
a principle for implementation in large organisations, and as innovation 
imperative (to create the digital market). This implies that the protection 
and regulation of the fundamental rights to privacy and data protection, 
move out of legal-regulatory institutions, and into more privatised, and also 
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technology-centred, environments, captured by terms such as co- regulation, 
standardisation, and public–private partnerships.

Personhood for machines: new members of society, or 
threats to human rights?

Our next case concerns more basic (ontic) perceptions of the fundamen-
tal distinction between human and machine, and the normative and in-
stitutional implications thereby entailed. In this sense, it enters at a more 
basic level of collective imagination than the previous case. In Europe, ro-
botics come embedded in increasingly institutionalised initiatives through 
governance and innovation schemes such as Joint Technology Initiatives, 
technology platforms, and public–private partnerships (PPPs). Through 
increasing entanglements of innovation agendas with public institutions, 
robotics is promised to contribute to a number of societal challenges, or 
“missions”, such as caring for the ageing society, remaking European in-
dustries in highly competitive global markets (following the 2008 economic 
downturn), and rendering the world of work more efficient through in-
creased human–machine interactions (cobots) and automation. This can 
be seen clearly in the field of robotics, and its role within a “Fourth In-
dustrial Revolution” (cf. Schwab 2016, Fuchs 2018). Whereas most digital 
innovation agendas are predicated on the convergence of a whole host of 
different technologies, robotics is the literal embodiment of such initiatives: 
seen as a kind of “discipline of disciplines”, it assembles technologies that 
sense, think, act, and feel into concerted plans for innovation and develop-
ment. Projects are now under way to implement robotic technologies into 
self-driving cars, drones operating by themselves, as “cobots” at work, and 
as robot companions for care and companionship at home. These initiatives 
go well beyond the confines of research laboratories or factories and are 
implemented as large-scale industrial and technological remakes in and on 
society itself (Rommetveit et al. 2020).

Yet, the technological and market structures in which robotics applica-
tions would thrive only exist partially, and mainly as promise: they are in 
need of being built and made. This poses huge challenges on a number of 
levels, from deep-seated public fear and stigma of machines (going all the 
way back to the Luddites), to hugely complex legal and technical matters re-
lating to control, and to loss of control. Specifically, since the machines are 
intended to operate “autonomously”, and to take on capacities of learning 
and adaptation in unstructured environments, their behaviours will be un-
predictable. This has issued in a diagnosis of a “responsibility gap” (Mat-
thias 2004) and an “accountability gap”, referring to the impossibility of 
predicting and controlling the behaviours of “intelligent” machines that act 
(seemingly) autonomously, but also the organisational challenges of imple-
menting responsibility across value- and production chains that cut across 
national, regional, and institutional boundaries. Yet, it is also a “market 
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gap” and an “innovation gap”, since there is a need to provide certainty 
(about possible adverse consequences) in the face of the insecurities intro-
duced by autonomous machines, among groups as diverse as policy makers, 
investors, innovators, entrepreneurs, researchers, users, and publics. It was 
within this broad context that propositions were made (in Europe) for the 
creation of “electronic personhood” for machines, as one way of addressing 
the regulatory gaps.

The idea of an artificial personhood had circulated for years in academic 
and legal scholarship (Solum 1992). Yet, it was introduced to a European 
legislative agenda by industrial robotics networks, setting themselves up 
as main actors at a European institutional level: first through the making 
of a technology platform, then by entering into a public–private partner-
ship with the European Union. The robotics industry has gradually become 
more assertive and has established itself as a main mover and a key enabler 
in the making of a European market for robotics (in manufacture, care, 
and companionship, at work and in public spaces). Following the Covid-19 
pandemic, the role and promise of robotic automation of tasks can be ex-
pected to increase even more, across fields of application (care, services, 
infrastructure repair, farming, etc.).

In 2012, the industry network euRobotics issued a Green Paper on 
Ethical Legal and Societal issues in robotics (Leroux and Labruto 2012). 
The main purpose was “to act and find ways to favour the development of 
European robotics” and this included taking care of “worries about the 
consequences of introducing robots into society” (ibid., 5). Framing ethi-
cal, legal, and societal issues as “obstacles and barriers” to be overcome, 
preferably before they arise and settle in society, a main task of the paper 
was to mobilise legal and ethical expertise in order to deal with problems 
of responsibility and liability. If new markets and value chains are to be 
created around learning machines that act autonomously in people’s living 
and working environments, legal certainty about possible unintended con-
sequences has to be established first.

It was to this end that the Green Paper, in a speculative vein, proposed 
the introduction of Electronic Personhood as a new kind of hybrid agency, 
granting to machines a limited legal status. The robot as a legal entity 
would be inscribed in a public registry and connected to a fund, paid into 
by various actors along the production and value chain, such as design-
ers, manufacturers, vendors, professionals (e.g., care workers), owners and 
end-users (patients, consumers). If the machines are capable of learning, 
all these actors (and more) will take part in enabling and shaping their 
behaviours in different ways, and so be co-responsible for their actions and 
their consequences. This position was arrived at through consideration of 
different types of legal agency: from machines as physical instalments (i.e. 
a robot used for manufacture, locked up in the safe environment of the fac-
tory), to animals or children capable of moving around freely. In the case of 
animals and children, the responsible parties would be the guardians, i.e. 
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the owners or the parents. Note however that transferring such a scheme 
by legal analogy to the case of autonomous robots, would mark a transition 
and distribution of responsibility to users and others, at a stage where the 
robotic society is still primarily a project belonging to industry and roboti-
cists.11 In terms of distribution of risks and societal equity, the proposal was 
shaped by industry interest, and predicated on a machine-centric vision.

Whereas the construct was intended in a limited sense, if implemented, 
it would break down previous boundaries between machines as physical 
objects, and humans as (legal) subjectivities. This distinction, between 
humans and machines, was explicitly commented on and targeted by the 
Green Paper, as the main legal and constitutional obstacle or barrier for the 
entry of robots into society. The paper noted how a “strict differentiation 
between man and machine (‘man-machine – dualism’) is no longer accept-
able”, and that also in an ethico-legal sense “man and machine should be 
considered simultaneously and their actions should be seen as cooperation” 
(p. 58). This directly consolidates the cybernetic or hybrid ontology as part 
of the knowledgebase for subsequent regulatory initiatives.

The proposition, however, breaks with the human-centrism of European 
and western constitutions, and triggered critical responses. First, a “White 
Paper” (Bertolini and Palmerini 2014) centred around academic lawyers, 
emerged as a response to the “Green Paper”, and it took a specifically 
 human-centric and fundamental rights-based position. Rather than seeing 
human-centric constitutions as an obstacle, the lawyers took the position 
that fundamental rights would have to serve as the baseline for assessing 
the impacts of robots on society. Eventually, when a proposal was put for-
ward by the European Parliament, it took a mixed approach: fundamental 
rights were underlined as basic. Yet, the idea of personhood for machines 
was retained: the EP proposed an insurance scheme, not dissimilar to the 
Green Paper, and proposed to the Commission the creation of

a specific legal status for robots in the long run, so that at least the most 
sophisticated autonomous robots could be established as having the 
status of electronic persons responsible for making good any damage 
they may cause, and possibly applying electronic personality to cases 
where robots make autonomous decisions or otherwise interact with 
third parties independently.

(EP 2017, 18)

This proposal also met with fierce opposition: A group of more than 150 re-
searchers and lawyers who referred to themselves as “Artificial Intelligence 
and Robotics experts” signed and submitted an Open Letter to Parliament 
where they strongly condemned the proposal for legal personhood (Neve-
jans et al. 2018). The Open Letter claimed that the European Parliaments 
proposal was based in speculation and science fiction, and furthermore that 
it would introduce machines to the universe of human rights (see also van 
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Dijk 2020). It was thus directly opposed to basic human rights, such as 
dignity, integrity, and citizenship. The proposal was opposed by the Eu-
ropean Economic and Social Committee (EESC 2017), which also took a 
human-centric approach. When the European Commission finally issued 
an overall strategy for Artificial Intelligence (AI) and robotics (EC 2018), 
the idea of electronic personhood was nowhere to be seen.12 In either case, 
the question denoted a major incursion of machine-centrism into legislative 
discourse and debate. And, due to the underlying machine-centrism of the 
technologies, we are quite certain that the problem has not been done away 
with. It may, for instance, re-emerge at national levels, if national govern-
ments would under-cut other countries’ governments,13 aiming to attract 
innovation, investment and market-makers.

Legitimation: from boundary work to boundary fusion

We started out with the claim that digital technologies and innovations 
feed into post-truth conditions by blurring and reconstituting basic catego-
ries (fact–value, human–machine, etc.). This propensity of the digital also 
feeds into regulatory efforts to stem and steer the technologies and their 
impacts, possibly triggering an overflowing of the boundaries of western 
constitutions, and resulting in decreased capacities for working things out. 
We singled out a specific discourse, one that is predicated on intensified 
networking across institutional domains through digital means. We argued 
that this discourse is part of what we have called the Median Estate, as it is 
targeted towards the making of a world predicated on mediations between 
previously autonomous institutions: technology, law, regulation, politics, 
markets, and publics, and with major implications for living, working, and 
professional environments. This thesis was then explored in two cases: pri-
vacy engineering and personhood for machines. We described in rudimen-
tary ways the kinds of hyper-truth constituted by digital technologies, and 
to which the regulatory efforts have to bend to have an impact. Both were 
concerned with bridging the digital and the physical, in the case of privacy 
this referred to the Internet of Things, and in the case of electronic per-
sonhood to robotic applications. Compared with classical distinctions in 
western societies, and to classical STS analyses thereof, we detected signif-
icant shifts or intensifications. What are these shifts, what do they signify 
in terms of broader social ordering and legitimation, and what new starting 
points seem warranted?

First of all, the above does not mean that suddenly law has become engi-
neering, and human has become machine; this would be too crude an inter-
pretation of “blurring and reconstitution of boundaries”. What is entailed 
is a reconfiguration of the general role of law and science in the creation and 
upholding of a certain social metaphysics, traditionally described through 
concepts such as work of purification and boundary work. These concepts 
would refer to separate domains of reality (nature/culture, science/politics, 
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humans/machines), traditionally enacted within discursively and institu-
tionally distinct domains. Boundary work and coordination work (Bijker 
et al. 2009) would be concerned with working out the mutual relations and 
alignments of these domains.

Focusing on the modes of legitimation specific to such new regulatory 
regimes, then, one may also ask whether a concept of boundary work 
should be expanded into one of boundary fusion. As mentioned in the 
introduction, the main source of reference for this mode of legitimation 
emanates from cybernetics and its off-springs (bioinformatics, data sci-
ence, machine learning, robotics, etc.). Strongly present in the public legit-
imation of such disciplines is the rhetoric strategy articulated by Bowker 
(1993) as legitimacy exchange: legitimacy and authority are built by 
merging together powerful sources of authority, such as law and engi-
neering, as opposed to their mutual separation and discursive purification 
(cf. Rommetveit and Wynne 2017). When expanded to regulatory institu-
tions, boundary fusion refers to a generalised space of possibility, in which 
citizens law and engineering are situated at the same plane of representa-
tion and intervention (cf. Pellizzoni 2015).

Concomitant with this, we also see that the sites for articulation of 
rights have shifted: from law and classical regulatory agencies (bureaucra-
cies) and into new places, such as technological artefacts and infrastruc-
tures, innovation networks, standardisation bodies and organisations. This 
was implied by concepts such as “co-regulation”, (distinct from a concept 
of self-regulation), stakeholder capitalism and “agile governance” (WEF 
2018). And, whereas some of these sites may reside in national regulatory 
agencies, some of which may also become strengthened (i.e. data protection 
authorities with the GDPR), the developments are increasingly also global 
and cross-European.14 This dynamic can be illustrated by shifts of empha-
sis in salient research programmes in the EU: it goes from embedding sci-
ence in society to embedding society in science, where relevant disciplines 
(ethics, law, social, and humanistic sciences) are brought into innovation 
networks rather than serving the function of embedding innovation net-
works in broader society.15

Within this reconfigured space of possibility, the meaning of a right also 
changes, since it explicitly takes on a more hybrid character: Rights them-
selves become more material, insofar as they become built and hardcoded 
into emerging infrastructures. They also become more virtual, since these 
infrastructures are strongly inscribed into the imagined-possible and the 
speculative drive of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs), 
innovation and market-making. Hence, rights also take on much more per-
formative and promissory characteristics. The promise is of more ethics 
and better rights protection, as co-emergent with, and enabling of a digital 
market. This kind of promise, embedded in institutions and protected by 
law is a classical task for legal regulation of stabilising expectations under 
conditions of uncertainty (cf. Luhmann 1983), and in this sense not novel. 
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Yet, Luhmann’s description presupposed a certain kind of stable environ-
ment and embedding within the institution of law. In the Median Estate, 
however, stabilisation is no longer dependent on law alone, but on its inter-
actions with a number of other actors and institutions, and strongly shaped 
by technologies that keep changing and upgrading.

Reflecting back on our two cases, then, privacy by design and electronic 
personhood emerge not so much as efforts to identify and separate a vul-
nerable subject worthy of protection, as a kind of connecting principle: 
a boundary-fusion-object for the making of infrastructures for the digi-
tal economy (captured by our term privacy-by-network). This was clearly 
demonstrated in the title of a recent report on ethics for AI set up by the 
European Commission in the extension of developments described in this 
article. The name of the report is Trustworthy AI, and it is explicitly in-
scribed in a universe of providing trust and predictability, argued to boost 
the competitiveness of the European Digital Market and protecting funda-
mental rights (AI HLEG 2019).16 The shifting modes of legitimation, from 
boundary work to boundary fusion, thus indicates what, in this volume is 
referred to as a need for new starting points.

This means that ethics, law, and regulation are not merely embedded 
within a technological universe, but also within an ecology of fierce (global) 
economic competition, with the future as investment object. Focusing on the 
dimension of time, a fundamental motive is that of rendering “the future” 
an object of intervention through engineering. As described by Nordmann 
(2010, 5) the future is imagined as “an object of technical design, the real-
isation of technical possibility”. Through intensification and proliferation 
into new areas, this logic now includes ethics and legal regulation within 
the fold of futures to be designed, engineered, and promised. A main logic 
here is that of pre-emption, since rendering futures objects of design also 
simultaneously forecloses other futures, and possible contestations of in-
novation pathways (Pellizzoni, this volume). We have previously described 
this as an obstacle model of public issues (Rommetveit and Wynne 2017), 
pointing to the relational and social dynamics involved.17

Conclusions: new starting points?

We first claimed that the post-truth discourse and certain (academic, me-
dia, political) responses to it have been too focused on binaries that do 
not do justice to the underlying dynamics (“before there was truth, now 
there is not”). We also pointed to omissions of hyper-truth, pertaining to 
how certain technoscientific imaginaries and agendas are posited as so evi-
dently true that they cannot be questioned. We then claimed that post-truth 
discourse, since it is about the public uses of science, can also be read as 
expression of deeper shifts in our societies, and in the political economy of 
knowledge. These shifts have been identified, in the STS debate and else-
where, as being concerned with the blurring of distinctions constitutive 
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of modernity, i.e. those between fact and value, science and politics, and 
humans and machines. But they have not been adequately investigated 
and analysed, since the debate was not really taken seriously, but rather as 
something to be avoided (an exception to this is the provocative argument 
of Steve Fuller). Through our cases of privacy by design and electronic per-
sonhood we demonstrated how science and politics, humans and machines, 
facts and values, become muddled up and actively reconstituted in actual 
practice, through processes and modes of legitimation referred to as bound-
ary fusion. Such blurring and reconstitution of boundaries has been a main 
theme in (critical) STS scholarship, whose main innovation was to position 
itself “in between” science and society, nature and culture, demonstrating 
their mutual dependence (co-production). This was relied upon as a critical 
corrective to idealised and purified institutionalisation and practice. Yet, 
the developments that we describe also demonstrate that main powerful 
actors are positioning themselves in similar ways. This means that the old 
recipes for critique are not as strong as they used to be. We argued that this 
state of affairs underlies and informs the post-truth debate and may well 
explain the reluctance of some main participants in the debate towards 
spelling out its full implications (this is why Fuller’s critique is misdirected, 
but also on to something). This indicates to us how the post-truth debate, 
and some of the real-world phenomena with which it is associated, demon-
strate a need for new starting points, taking into account such shifting 
dynamics of legitimation and ordering.

Notes
 1 As philosophers, the authors are intrinsically sceptical of ‘truth’, not to say it’s 

adverse, ‘post-truth’. We use ‘truth’ interchangeably with ‘publically validated 
knowledge’, underlining that such validation takes place in different ways in 
different knowledge practices and institutions. 

 2 “As narratives get fragmented, allowing competing truths to proliferate, there’s 
also a concurrent effort to deploy bots, ledgers, and algorithms to produce a 
singular, objective, and eternal truth” (Morozov 2019).

 3 Heidegger had a different notion of truth (Aletheia) as revealing or bringing 
forth of what is concealed. Whereas modern technology is also a mode of re-
vealing by enframing the world around us in a certain way (for it to work well 
or efficiently), it conceals other ways in which the world can be revealed, but it 
also conceals this act of revealing (or truth) itself, in projecting the frame as the 
real towards which we become predisposed (Heidegger 1978).

 4 Among the main technological application domains Schwab (2016) mentions: 
implantable technologies, our digital presence, vision as the new interface, 
wearable internet, ubiquitous computing, a supercomputer in your pocket, stor-
age for all, the internet of and for things, the connected home, smart cities, big 
data for decisions, driverless cars, artificial intelligence, and decision-making, 
AI and white collar jobs, robotics and services, bitcoin and the blockchain, the 
sharing economy, governments and the blockchain, 3D printing and manufac-
turing, 3D printing and human health, 3D printing and consumer products, 
designer beings, neurotechnologies. 
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 5 “The essence of modern technology starts man upon the way of that reveal-
ing through which the actual everywhere becomes standing-reserve. “To start 
upon a way” means “to send” in our everyday language. We shall call the send-
ing that gathers (versammelnde Schicken), that first starts man upon a way of 
revealing, destining (Geschick). It is from this destining that the essence of all 
history (Geschichte) is determined” (Heidegger 1978, 329).

 6 According to its authors, this term can be seen as the extension of the Third 
Industrial Revolution, which was brought by digital networks, the Internet and 
social media, into physical reality itself. It was pre-figured by RFID chips in the 
1990s, and continued in Smart technologies, the Internet of Things, and now, 
Industry 4.0 (Schwab 2016).

 7 Castells networked society argument in fact joins new networked modes of or-
ganisation (in economic and sociological theories) with networked information 
technologies that intensify this development (Castells 2010).

 8 Through Privacy Enhancing Technologies, PETs.
 9 See https://eu-smartcities.eu/initiatives/2/description
 10 Recall the ISO definition of privacy engineering as integration of privacy con-

cerns into engineering practices for systems and software engineering life cycle 
processes. 

 11 A French law professor, Nathalie Lavejans, argued that “By adopting legal per-
sonhood, we are going to erase the responsibility of manufacturers” (Delcker 
2018). 

 12 The reason for its disappearance in the EC proposal is unknown to the authors: 
it may have come as result of the human-centric criticism levelled at it. It may 
also have come, as argued by Burri (2018) from the realisation that the capacity 
to create legal personhood actually does not reside with the European Parlia-
ment, but at national and member state level.

 13 Thus, Saudi Arabia (not famous for its record on human rights) bestowed citi-
zenship on the humanoid Sophia. 

 14 This happens at the same time as significant societal forces seek to ‘take back 
control’, and to build autonomy and sovereignty at national, local, or regional 
institutional levels. Innovation and techno-regulation, therefore, enter into in-
creasingly conflictive political spaces, and can be read as a pre-emptive strategy 
for dealing with conflict and antagonism.

 15 Other examples of this dynamic are given by the inclusion of RRI and “In-
tegrated Social and Humanistic Science” as cross-cutting in EU research 
 programs, in ethics-by-design and legal co-regulation. 

 16 This was illustrated in a media report, where the following quotes occurred: 
“Ethics and competitiveness are intertwined, they’re dovetailed,” (Pekka 
Ala-Pietilä chairs of the high-level expert group on AI). Similarly, digital com-
missioner Mariya Gabriel was quoted as saying: “I am personally convinced 
that ethical guidelines will be enablers of innovation for artificial intelligence” 
(Politico newspaper 17.03.2019).

 17 To exemplify, one representative of the robotics industry told us how “The 
obstacles for robots have to be investigated… ELS (Ethical Legal and Social) 
issues need to be investigated that hinder solutions. European robotics industry 
has to be made world leader” (Rommetveit et al. 2020). And, a digital rights 
activist invoked the same logic, from the point of view of publics trying to en-
gage with privacy infringements, but seeing the path as forestalled by the use of 
privacy risk assessments (PIAs, which frequently feed into design procedures): 
“‘We do a PIA so it is okay’. It is used as a palliative to make it impossible for 
people opposing, to raise issues that certain developments infringe fundamen-
tal rights” (van Dijk et al. 2018, 18).

https://eu-smartcities.eu
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